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1. Introduction. Let M be a connected «-manifold, 0 an open sub-

set. An «-manifold m(0) is called a generator oí O ií O is an open

monotone union of m(0) ; that is, 0 = Uk-1Ok where for all k, 0k is open

in M, OkEOk+i, and Ok is homeomorphic to m(0). As in the announce-

ment of this result [3], a set G* of connected «-manifolds is called a

set of generating domains for M if for any proper domain (open, con-

nected subset) D of M there is an element G of G* which generates D.

The domain rank of M, denoted by DR(M) is defined by

DR(M) =g.l.b. {| G*\ : G* is a set of generating domains for M},

where | G*\ denotes the cardinality of G*. Note that if D is a domain

of M, then DR(D)^DR(M). The main result established in this

paper is that a connected 2-manifold without boundary has finite

domain rank if and only if it is homeomorphic to some domain of a

compact connected 2-manifold without boundary.

2. Proof of the theorem. Henceforth the term surface will mean a

connected 2-manifold. If M is a surface without boundary, then M

is called closed if M is compact; otherwise, M is called open. A com-

pact surface will always mean a compact connected 2-manifold with

boundary. If iW is a surface, then bd M and int M will denote the

boundary and interior of M respectively.

If M is a closed surface, then it is well known (see [2]) that M is

either a 2-sphere or M has a topologically unique representation as

the connected sum of « tori or « projective planes, »§1. As usual,

the genus of M, denoted by g(M), is defined to be 0 if M is a 2-sphere

and is defined to be « if M is topologically the connected sum of «

tori or « projective planes.

Let = denote topological equivalence. If M is a compact surface,

then M=C\(L — \Jl_1 Ck) where L is a closed surface and {Ci}j_j is

a collection of pairwise disjoint 2-cells contained in L. As usual the

genus of M, g(M), is defined by g(M) =g(L).

Henceforth let S2 denote a fixed closed surface of genus 0, nT a

fixed closed orientable surface of genus w, and nP a fixed closed non-

orientable surface of genus n. For any surface M, let p(M) = 1 if M

is orientable; otherwise, let p(M) =0.
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Definition 2.1. Let M be an open surface. The genus of M,

denoted by g(M), is defined by g(M) =sup{g(K): K is a compact

surface, p(K)=p(M), and KEM}.

Definition 2.2. Let M be an open surface, p(M) = 0. The orientable

genus of M, denoted by og(Af), is defined by og(M) =sup{g(K): K

is a compact surface, p(K) = 1, and KEM}.

It is well known that the connected sum T §P = P #P §P = 3P.

Using this fact one can easily establish the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3. Let M be an open surface, p(M)=0. If g(M)=n,

l^M<oo, then og(AT) = [(«—1)/2] ([x] denotes the largest integer

k such that k?Sx).

Lemma 2.4. Let M and M' be open surfaces such that M'EM and

p(M)=P(M'). Theng(M')úg(M).

Proof. Follows immediately from Definition 2.1.

Lemma 2.5. Let M be an open surface, g(M) < <». If an open surface

N generates M, then g(M) =g(N) and p(M) =p(N).

Proof. Since N generates M, M=U," j iV,-, where for all jal,

NjC.Nj+1 and Nj = N. Since g(M) < », there exists a compact surface

K such that KQM, g(K) =g(M), and p(K) =p(M). Therefore there

exists an i such that KQNiEM. It follows that p{K) =p(Ni) =p(M)

and Lemma 2.4 implies that g(M) =g(K) ^g(N¡) ^g(M). Therefore

g(N) =g(Ni)=g(M) and p{M) =p(N).

Definition 2.6. If Q is a closed surface, let <2(°°) = Q—A where A

is a subset of Q which is homeomorphic to {0}U{l/«: w^l} of

the real line.

Lemma 2.7. Let M be an open surface, g(M) =«<<», and let Q be

a closed surface such that g(M)—g(Q) and p(M)=p(Q). Then Q(°°)

is a generator of M.

Proof. Since g(M)=g(Q) and p(M)=p(Q), there is a sequence

{íCiJíl, of compact surfaces such that M = \J"=1 Ki where for all

i^l g(Ki) =g(Q), p(Ki) =p(Q), and i^Cint Ki+i. If N is a compact
surface, let Nc denote the space obtained by attaching bd NX [0, 1 ]

to N by the map /: bd ATX {0} -> Af defined by /(x, 0) = x, x G bd N,
and consider N as embedded in the usual way in Nc. For any i^l,

there is an embedding e< of K\ into M such that if,Cint K¡EK¡

Ont Ki+i where ei(Kc()=K't and e¿(x) =x for all xEKt. Since KÍ = K¡,

it follows that KÍ = C\(Q-Uj{J'i C,) where {C^L'i is a disjoint
collection of 2-cells contained in Q. Let Ai be a closed set in int K¡ —Kt
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which is homeomorphic to A = {o}W{l/w: ra^l}- It is easily seen

that Qi=(K't-(Ai\Jbd K'{)) = Q(oo). Since KiCQiEKi+u it follows
that Q( » ) generates M.

Theorem 2.8. If M is an open surface, g(M) =«<«>, then DR(M)

= «+[(«-l)/2](l-p(M)) + l.

Proof, (i) Suppose first that p(M) = l. If D is a domain of M,

then p(D) = i and it follows from Lemma 2.4 that 0^g(I>)=A^w.

Therefore it follows from Lemma 2.7 that D is generated by S2(&)

if A = 0 and by kT(<*>) if IgAg«. Therefore {S2(°°), T(°°), ■ ■ ■ ,
nT(<*>)} is a set of generating domains for M and so DR(M) ^« + 1.

If OSk^n, then there is a domain Dk of M such that g(Dk)=k,

and p(£>*) = l. If Q* generates Dk, then it follows from Lemma 2.5

that g(Dk)=g(Qk) and p(Qk)=p(Dk). This implies that Di?(M)

ètt+1. Therefore Pi?(M) =«+ [(«-l)/2](l-p(M)) + l.

(ii) Now suppose that p(Af)=0 and that g(M)=n. If i> is any

domain of M, then it follows from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 that

either p(D) = 0 and 1 úg(D) úg(M) or p(D) = í and 0^g(D)

g [(« —1)/2]. As above it follows from Lemma 2.7 that {P(<x>),

• • • , «P(°°), S2(<x>), ■ • • , [(« — i)/2]T(<x>)} is a set of generating

domains for M and so DR(M) ^«+ [(n-i)/2](l-p(M)) + l.

If 1 ûkûn, then there is a domain Dk of Af such that p(Dk) =0

and g(Dk) = k. If Q* generates Z?*, then it follows from Lemma 2.5

that p(Qk) =p(Dk) and g(Qk)=g(Dk). If O^já [(«-l)/2], then there
is a domain Z)y of M such that p(-Dj) = 1 and g(Dj) =j. If Qj generates

Dj, then again it follows from Lemma 2.5 that p(Q¡) =p(D¡) and

g(Qi)=g(.Dj). Hence DR(M)^n+[(n-l)/2](l-p(M)) + l and
therefore equality holds.

Corollary 2.9. An open surface M has finite domain rank if and

only if M is homeomorphic to a domain of a closed surface N.

Proof. Suppose that N is a closed surface of genus » and that

M=D, D a domain of N. If p(N) = l, then p(D) = l and g(D)=k,
0 g k ̂  ». Therefore it follows from Theorem 2.8 that DR(D) = DR(M)

= A + 1. If p(N)=0, then either p(Z?) = l and g(D)=k, OgA

g[(«-l)/2] or p(D)=0 and g(P)=A, lgA^«. In either case it

follows from Theorem 2.8 that DR(D) =k+ [(A-l)/2](l -p(2?)) + l.
Now suppose that DR(M) < =°. Then it follows from Lemma 2.5

that g(M) < <x>. Let g(M) =n and let N be a closed surface such that

p(A7) =p(M) and g(N) =g(M) =«. Since g(M) = », there is a sequence

\Ki\i^l of compact surfaces such that M=\)î=lKi where p(Kt)
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= p(M), g(Ki)=g(N), and KiE'mt Ki+i for all »'^1. Since for each

t£l, Ki=Cl(N-\Jf:\ Q) where {Cjj^i is a disjoint collection of
2-cells in N, it follows that for all tgtl, 2sT,+i — int ift- is a finite dis-

joint collection of compact surfaces of genus zero. Therefore any

embedding /,• of Ki into N can be extended to an embedding /i+i of

Ki+i into N. Therefore there exists a sequence {/»}," x of embeddings

into N such that for »elf ft is an embedding of Ki into N and

fi+i\ Ki =/f. Define/: M^>N by/<(x) if xEKi. Then/ is an embedding

of M into N.

It is possible to use the results of [2] to prove Lemma 2.7 and

Corollary 2.9. However the author has chosen to establish them by

more elementary methods.

The author wishes to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions.
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